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Roland Legendary V2

JUPITER-4 version 2.0 Software Synthesizer

The JUPITER-4 Software Synthesizer is an authentic recreation of the first

synthesizer to carry the iconic JUPITER name. Introduced in 1978, the JUPITER-4

kicked off the storied legacy of Roland analog polysynths. Through Roland Cloud,

you can have this analog classic in your own productions and performances,

complete with new modern enhancements that take its creative capabilities further

than ever with this version 2.0 update.
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Specific features include:

Authentic recreation of the JUPITER-4 synthesizer using enhanced ACB

technology

Double the polyphony of the original hardware (selectable from two to eight

notes)

Circuit Mod function lets you tweak the sonic character in real time

Extended parameters, advanced arpeggiator, onboard effects, and

moreLush Ensemble chorus effect, plus classic reverb, flanger, delay,

overdrive, and more

PLUG-OUT compatibility with the SYSTEM-8 hardware synth

All the original patches plus new sounds for contemporary music

VST3, AU, and AAX compatibility and native support for Apple silicon

Included with Roland Cloud Pro (via Pro Selector) and Ultimate memberships

Also available as a Lifetime Key purchase

The JUPITER-4 Software Synthesizer is available with Roland Cloud Pro (via Pro

Selector) and Ultimate memberships or a Lifetime Key purchase. Try the JUPITER-4

Software Synthesizer for free with a Roland Cloud 30-day trial membership.

JUPITER-8 version 2.0 Software Synthesizer

Originally released in 1981, the JUPITER-8 is one of the most revered and sought-

after polysynths. It appears on countless hit tracks spanning decades, and its lush

analog sound is unmatched for warm pads, soaring strings, and infectious lead

tones. With the JUPITER-8 Software Synthesizer, you get an authentic, down-to-the-

circuit-level recreation of this vintage icon for your DAW or SYSTEM-8.

Authentic recreation of the JUPITER-8 synthesizer, powered by enhanced

ACB technology

High-definition, resizable interface gives the feel of working with the vintage

hardware

Adjustable polyphony, selectable from two to eight notes

Circuit Mod function lets you tweak the sonic character in real time

Extended parameters, advanced arpeggiator, onboard effects, and more

Effects include classic chorus, reverb, flanger, delay, overdrive, and more

Integrated browser lets you search across all installed patch banks

All the original JUPITER-8 patches plus new sounds for contemporary music

PLUG-OUT compatibility with the SYSTEM-8 hardware synth

VST3, AU, and AAX compatibility and native support for Apple silicon

Included with Roland Cloud Pro (via Pro Selector) and Ultimate memberships

Also available as a Lifetime Key purchase

The JUPITER-8 Software Synthesizer is available with Roland Cloud Pro (via Pro

Selector) and Ultimate memberships or a Lifetime Key purchase.

JUNO-106 version 2.0 Software Synthesizer
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Introduced in 1984 as an affordable polysynth for the masses, the JUNO-106

surpassed its humble beginnings to become one of the most beloved instruments of

all time—and for good reason. It delivers gut-punching basses, delicate plucked

sounds, and shimmering pads that sit perfectly in a mix, and its built-in chorus is

the stuff of Legend. With the JUNO-106 Software Synthesizer, you can bring the

authentic sound and experience of this ’80s icon to your own studio and favorite

DAW.

Authentic recreation of the JUNO-106 synthesizer, powered using enhanced

ACB technology

High-definition, resizable interface gives the feel of working with the vintage

hardware

Adjustable polyphony, selectable from two to eight notes

Circuit Mod function lets you tweak the sonic character in real time

Extended parameters, advanced arpeggiator, onboard effects, and more

Lush chorus effect plus classic reverb, flanger, delay, overdrive, and more

Integrated browser lets you search across all installed patch banks

Includes classic patches plus new sounds for contemporary music

PLUG-OUT compatibility with the SYSTEM-8 hardware synth

VST3, AU, and AAX compatibility and native support for Apple silicon

Included with Roland Cloud Pro (via Pro Selector) and Ultimate memberships

Also available as a Lifetime Key purchase
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